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Barca topple Tottenham on penalties 

PASADENA: Ernesto Valverde expects a bright future for
summer signing Artur after the Brazilian midfielder netted a
stunning goal on his Barcelona debut. The La Liga champi-
ons have lost the services of experienced midfield duo
Andres Iniesta and Paulinho since the end of last season,
but splashed out 40 million euros to bring in Artur from
Brazilian outfit Gremio. The 21-year-old made an instant
impression in Barcelona’s opening encounter in the
International Champions Cup pre-season tournament on
Saturday after firing home in a 2-2 draw against Tottenham
Hotspur, before the Catalans triumphed 5-3 on penalties.

Barcelona boss Valverde has confirmed that he still
wants to add to his options in the middle of the park, but
was encouraged by the early signs from Artur during an
impressive first half display in Pasadena, California.
Valverde said: “He is a player that can give us a lot. He can
give us possession, goals and he was really motivated

today. He had a great game during the minutes that he
played.” Like Valverde, Tottenham boss Mauricio
Pochettino is eager for a transfer breakthrough, particularly
as the Premier League outfit are yet to make a signing
since last season’s third placed finish.

Spurs are already without their nine World Cup semi-
final representatives for their trip to America and
Pochettino’s options have been further depleted after
injuries to Victor Wanyama, Erik Lamela and Moussa
Sissoko. Wanyama’s knee problem is potentially serious
after he has flown back to London to see a specialist. But
regardless of the casualties, Pochettino says it is crucial
that Spurs add to their squad before the August 9 Premier
League transfer deadline. “We are going to see what hap-
pens in the next few days,” said Pochettino. “But with or
without injuries, I think that’s our target [to strengthen the
team] to bring in some players and add some with quality

who can help us to achieve our goals.”

Point-blank range
Both sides were without many of their big names, with

the likes of Lionel Messi, Luis Suarez, Harry Kane and
Hugo Lloris all still recovering from their exertions at the
World Cup. But Barcelona’s weakened team dominated the
opening half and went ahead through a devastatingly sim-
ple 15th minute opener. Andre Gomes delivered an
inswinging cross from the left, Rafinha escaped at the far
post and headed the ball back into the six-yard box, where
Munir cushioned it into the net from point-blank range.

A second arrived courtesy of Arthur. Rafinha laid the
ball back to the midfielder on the edge of the area and he
effortlessly swept it into the far top corner beyond the
helpless Gazzaniga. Another new Brazilian signing, Malcom,
was introduced by Valverde at half-time and he came close

to marking his Barcelona debut with a goal after taking on
right-back Serge Aurier and firing a low shot towards the
near post which was smartly diverted behind by goalkeeper
Michel Vorm. But after Valverde introduced a raft of
teenagers into the fray, Spurs began to pull themselves
back into the game and pulled level with two goals in as
many minutes. First, the Barcelona defense failed to deal
with Ben Davies’ left wing cross and after Christian Eriksen
saw his shot blocked, Son Heung-min latched onto the
rebound to divert a shot into the unguarded net. The leveler
then arrived when Barcelona struggled with another low
cross, this time from the right. Eriksen’s shot was cleared
off the line, but academy product Georges-Kevin
N’koudou pounced with a volley from inside the six-yard
box. In the penalty shoot-out that followed, Anthony
Georgious missed for Spurs, with Barcelona converting all
five of their spot-kicks.— AFP 

LONDON: Qatar’s successful, controver-
sy-plagued bid to host the 2022 World
Cup has been hit by further allegations
that they used a secret “black opera-
tions” propaganda campaign to under-
mine rival bids in violation of FIFA rules,
according to The Sunday Times. The
newspaper — which also made allega-
tions in 2014 about Qatar buying the vote
but of which they were subsequently
cleared after a two-year long FIFA inves-
tigation led by American lawyer Michael
Garcia - says emails leaked to them by a
whistleblower from the bid team show
they paid a US-based office of a public
relations firm as well as former CIA
agents to disseminate “fake propaganda”
concerning main rivals Australia and the
United States during their campaign to
host the 2022 competition. 

Qatar, to general surprise, beat the
Australian and US bids as well as South
Korea and Japan to the right to host the
quadrennial football showpiece. Russia

were awarded the 2018 edition at the
same time, seeing off, amongst others,
England.

The gas-rich Gulf state’s strategy was
to recruit influential individuals in order
to attack bids in their respective coun-
tries, creating the impression there was
“zero support” to host the World Cup
among the population, the paper said.
One of the core criteria considered by
FIFA is said to be that the bids should
have a strong backing from domestic
populations. Bidders are also prohibited
from making “any written or oral state-
ment of any kind, whether adverse or
otherwise, about the bids or candidatures
of any other member association” under
FIFA guidelines.

‘Rejects allegation’
But one of the leaked emails the Times

claims to have obtained was sent to
Qatar’s deputy bid leader Ali al-Thawadi,
and allegedly shows the state was aware
of plots to spread “poison” against other
bidders in the running before Qatar won
the right to host the World Cup in
December 2010. Such actions went as far
as planning a resolution for US congress
on the “harmful” effects of the American
World Cup proposition during the week
of the vote, as well as approaching and
paying a US professor $9,000 (7,723
euros, £6,865) to compose a report on
the economic burden the competition
would present. —AFP 

Qatar World
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The Catalans triumph 5-3 on penalties

CALIFORNIA: Tottenham Hotspur’s Georges-Kevin N’Koudou scores a second half equalizer during the International Champions Cup football match between Barcelona and Tottenham Hotspur on July 28, 2018. —AFP 

LOS ANGELES: Jose Mourinho has hit out at
Manchester United’s transfer window inactivity
after watching his under-strength squad crash
to a 4-1 defeat against Liverpool in the latest
stop of their pre-season US tour. Mourinho said
he expected to bring in only one new player
before the new Premier League season kicks off
despite submitting a list of five transfer targets
to club bosses earlier this year. 

United’s failure to bolster their resources and
the absence of several key first team players fol-
lowing the World Cup has forced Mourinho to
field several untested youngsters during the US
tour. On Saturday, United were torn apart by
Jurgen Klopp’s Liverpool at Ann Arbor,
Michigan, in the Red Devils’ penultimate game
before facing Real Madrid in Miami on Tuesday.
They face a further friendly against Bayern
Munich in Munich on August 5.

Mourinho, who has become increasingly
downbeat during the tour, cut a frustrated figure
as he spoke about the club’s relative inactivity in
the transfer market. “I would like to have two
more players,” Mourinho said. “I think I am not
going to have two. I think that it’s possible I’m
going to have one. I gave a list to my club of five
names a few months ago and I wait to see if it’s
possible to have one of these players. If it’s pos-

sible, it’s possible. “If it’s not possible, it’s not
possible. If it’s possible, it’s good. If not then we
keep fighting and working and believing in the
players that we have.”

Responding to a question about Chilean
international Alexis Sanchez’s performance
against Liverpool, Mourinho suggested the pre-
season tour had been of little value, adding that
the team were just trying to “survive”. “You
want him to be very happy with the players he
has around him?” Mourinho said of Sanchez.
“We are not playing here to improve the team
or improve our dynamic. We are playing here
just to survive and to have some not very happy
results. “Alexis is the only attacking player we

have. We don’t have wingers, we don’t have
strikers, he is the only who is here. “And the
poor man is there trying his best with the frus-
tration of someone who wants more.”

Mourinho meanwhile praised the contribu-
tion of senior players such as Sanchez, Juan
Mata, Ander Herrera and Eric Bailly. Bailly vol-
unteered to face Liverpool after Chris
Smalling was injured during the warm up.
“Today, we have four or five players who are
dead because they care with the club and try
to give everything, even risking themselves,
because they don’t want to let all the kids play
by themselves against Milan, against
Liverpool,” Mourinho said.—AFP
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MICHIGAN: Liverpool FC Sheridan Shaqiri (right) shoots and scores during the second
half of the 2018 International Champions Cup football match against Manchester United
at Michigan Stadium on July 28, 2018. Liverpool FC beat Manchester United 4-1 in their
friendly. — AFP 


